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Is it possible to have a good death, free from unnecessary pain and trauma? What if our final
days were designed to bring about reconciliation and release? In this wise and large-hearted
book, Dr. Jim deMaine offers advice pointing the way toward a grace-filled transition out of
life.Facing Death is both a memoir-in-vignettes and a handbook full of practical advice from Dr.
deMaine's forty years in busy hospitals and ICUs. Using stories from his own life and practice,
the veteran physician walks readers through ethical questions around "heroic" interventions: Do
we fully understand what we're asking when we tell doctors to "do everything" to prolong life,
even in cases when a patient has no chance of regaining consciousness? If we write advance
directives outlining the kinds of care we would, or would not want, how can we ensure that they
will be followed?As a pulmonary and critical care specialist, Dr. deMaine developed deep
experience navigating such quandaries with patients and their families. In Facing Death he also
treads into territory many physicians avoid, such as the role of spirituality; conflicts between
doctors and families; cultural traditions that can aid or impede the goal of a peaceful
transition, and ways to leave a moral legacy for our descendants.

"Death is our final earthly act, one that, with conscientious preparation, can be an act of beauty
for both the dying and for loved ones left behind. Facing Death is a gift from a most sensitive and
wise physician that will inspire readers to think carefully and creatively about their own hopes for
a healing, grace-filled transition from life to death. This is a book that will enrich and challenge
you to act."- Judith Mayotte, Emmy Award-winning producer, author, and former member of the
Catholic order of the Sisters of Charity"Jim's stories are actually the best testament that can be
made about being alive: to have the grace and wisdom to engage death as part of our lives and
make our intentions known in ways that connect with what matters the most to us. Facing Death
is a book of incredible insight, wisdom and love."- Cheryl M. Scott, former CEO/President, Group
Health Cooperative"Death is a truth we all share, and each of us must shape our response to it.
Jim deMaine's valuable book grows out of his personal sensitivity and professional wisdom as a
physician and medical ethicist. The stories he tells in Facing Death offer a gift to those
developing their spiritual and practical journeys toward life's end."-- Bishop Cabell Tennis, former
dean at St. Mark's Episcopal Cathedral and past chair of the Washington Medical Quality
Assurance Commission"A down to earth and invaluable resource for learning more about death.
It's also, perhaps counterintuitively, a delight to read."-- From the foreword by Eric B. Larson,
former executive director of Kaiser Permanente Washington Health Research Institute, elected
member of the National Academy of Sciences Institute of Medicine, and co-producer of the Art
of Aging, a news-magazine series on public television.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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digital document has been produced by .To my wife“Death is no more than passing from one
room into another. But there’s a difference for me, you know. Because in the other room, I shall
be able to see.”—Helen KellerAuthor’s noteThis book is non-fiction. In some cases, names and
identifying features have been changed in order to respect privacy. Portions of the book have
been published on my blog between 2009 and 2020.ForewordWhy is death so hard? Or
perhaps it’s just dying that’s really hard. After all, everyone knows that death is inevitable. Every
day we live, we’re one day closer to dying, of course. But that’s not the way most people think.
Maybe the hard part is that death is frightening, and unless we’re actively facing it—either with
our own illness or through that of a loved one—we just don’t want to confront it.But death is
inevitable. Dying is literally part of living. Fortunately, we now have this book, Facing Death:
Finding Dignity, Hope and Healing at the End. It’s a down to earth and invaluable resource for
learning more about death. It’s also, perhaps counterintuitively, a delight to read. Jim deMaine is
a seasoned internist who spent his career in pulmonary and critical care medicine. For thirty-
eight years he cared for very sick and terminally ill patients. Those experiences inform his
insights, and they are presented with stories about the good and not-so-good journeys of Jim’s
patients, family and friends through death and dying. Jim also describes his personal journey as
an idealistic, young physician who became today’s revered internist. I’ve learned much from this
wise teller of true stories, and I hope it will be read by clinicians of every ilk in training and in
practice. But its most immediate value will be to those confronting their own imminent passing or
that of a loved one. The notion of a good death is highly individual. Each one of us will have a
unique view of how it should look and feel.For example, my father-in-law, who founded a
volunteer clinic devoted to serving low-income patients in Newark, New Jersey, observed about
growing old: “You get to be my age and you understand that aging is gradual dying.” I discuss
this point of view in my own book, Enlightened Aging, and they are reiterated through the words
of poet Wallace Stevens who wrote, “Death is the mother of beauty.” Stevens is pointing out the
ways we see beauty in those things that are limited, fleeting. One of the great lessons of aging is
the realization that life gets better—more beautiful—when we accept that our time may be
short.In my own medical practice, I often heard people say that a “good death” would be going to
sleep and just not waking up. Yet, when a younger or middle-aged person dies this way,
unexpectedly, survivors experience great grief, disabling shock, and often clinical depression.
For those people who have an expected death, preceded by a recognizable process of decline,
spouses and other loved ones don’t suffer the same emotional extremes. Is that a “good death”?
In 1969, Elizabeth Kubler-Ross famously moved awareness of death into everyday medical
training with her best-selling book, On Death and Dying. Her work made an indelible impression



on me as a medical student—especially her observation that what people most fear about death
is being abandoned at the end. This has profound resonance for us today, in the wake of
Covid-19. But it bears remembering for all of us, at any time: there is great value for doctors,
patients, and families to think about and express our wishes around death and how we will
die.With modern medicine, ever-larger numbers of people are living deep into old age with
progressive illnesses that in many instances will lead to death. Meaning that the “good death”
idea of someday just not waking up is increasingly unusual. So what, then, is good death?A
report from the National Academy of Science’s Institute of Medicine, “Dying in America:
Improving Quality and Honoring Individual Preferences Near the End of Life,” concludes that the
U.S. health care system is poorly designed to meet the needs of patients and their families.
Although there has been great improvement in establishing programs for palliative and hospice
care, the report calls for radical reforms in education on promoting more meaningful discussions
between patients and clinicians around end-of-life planning. As a society, we tend to be “at war
with death,” the report says, which isn’t surprising since that attitude characterizes modern
health care. Even though we know it’s a war we will never win.A better approach would be to
consider the type of care we will want late in life, when we realize our time may be short. At that
point, we begin to understand that life does get better with a shift in perspective. We begin to
consider our preferences for care, especially in the case of painful, progressive, or terminal
illness.An unusually informative paper called “Defining a good death” surveyed thousands of
dying people and their family members and concluded that among many features of “successful
dying,” the ones most highly regarded were honoring patient wishes, being free of pain, and
promoting emotional wellbeing. This work, published in 2016, called for more research and
public conversation because there are tremendous differences of opinion on this topic. Jim
deMaine’s book is a valuable contribution to that effort.There is no single best way to die. We are
all individuals with different lives and perspectives. But I think most of us can agree that people
experience this phase of life more peacefully when they have given some thought and made
provisions for their wishes beforehand. Reading Facing Death: Finding Dignity, hope and
Healing at the End will give readers a window onto the experiences of many families, providing
examples for how you might want things to go—or not go.In America, we are masters of
individualism. We have built an entire national ethos around living life on our own terms. Why
wouldn’t we extend that approach to the moment of ultimate culmination, our own deaths? In
that way, we might best understand Wallace Stevens’ realization that death really can be a way
toward seeing the beauty and great gift of life.Eric LarsonSeattle, 2020IntroductionFor thirty-
eight years I cared for very sick, terminally ill patients. Their stories—their deaths and suffering—
have become part of me. I have collected and treasured the many kind notes that patients and
families have sent me, at times crediting me with powers I do not deserve. As I ministered to
patients, their loved ones and caregivers, I was part doctor, part teacher, and part spiritual
advisor. In a care conference in the ICU, I would often tell a story to help a family understand the
crisis their loved one was enduring. I tend to think in stories and found that, through them,



families could more easily grasp whatever lesson I was trying to impart. They, like most of us,
had not talked much about death and were unprepared for it. But when death lands on our
doorstep, do we lock the door or welcome it in? Dying is different for each of us as we enter the
unknowable on our own unique path.Sometimes we negotiate. Larry surprised me during a visit
to my pulmonary clinic. “Doc, I want to take you out to lunch. There’s something I want to discuss
with you.”I was a little nervous about the invitation. Larry was a favorite patient of mine, coming
across as a bit crusty but a straight shooter. I’d grown to know him well and we often chatted
about his former career in sales. I was a bit concerned that he might try to sell me something—
and in a way, he did.We arranged to meet at a restaurant near the hospital, and after some
pleasantries, Larry let me know that he wanted to talk about dying.“Look, I’ve lived a long time
and what I’m doing now isn’t really living,” he said. “These flare-ups are torture. I feel like a fish
out of water and I don’t want to die that way. My biggest fear is suffocating to death. Doc, I want
you to help me at the end.”Larry was suffering from severe COPD, and his condition was getting
worse. He had a piercing gaze that twinkled when he cracked one of his frequent jokes, and he
always appeared well groomed. But he breathed noisily and had a dusky color, even with the
oxygen flowing through his nasal prongs. Larry was not joking now. He’d just been discharged
from the hospital after another crisis, with severe wheezing, gasping and coughing due to
infection. His waterfront home, where he lived alone at age seventy-seven, had become a prison
to him.“Doc, I can’t handle the stairs, go crabbing, or even lean over to dig clams. This is the
pits.”“How about hiring live-in help or moving to Seattle to be closer to your family and medical
care?”“No way,” Larry said. “I don’t want to move and bother my sons or have some stranger in
my home!”Larry’s COPD was near end stage. He had the classic findings of distended neck
veins and a barrel-shaped chest. His lungs were over-expanded, and his diaphragms were
moving poorly. There was a trace of swelling in his legs. His blood showed elevated carbon
dioxide, and he couldn’t breathe well enough either to maintain oxygen or expel CO2. Chronic
respiratory failure due to longstanding tobacco use was his diagnosis. He had finally kicked the
habit five years earlier, which helped some, but not enough. Looking at him, I could see the side
effects of prescribed steroids—the “moon face,” bruising of the arms, muscle wasting and
weakness—all scourges of chronic use of prednisone.We talked about ventilators to support his
breathing and other kinds of ICU care. “No,” he said. Larry was clear; he wanted to be in control.
“Look Doc, all I want you to do is promise me that you’ll help me at the end.”I continued to listen
as he explained his feelings and fears. He didn’t appear significantly depressed, but I needed to
check. “Larry, do you feel sad or hopeless?”He replied, “No, just mad as hell that I can’t get
better.”I felt that Larry had very natural “situational depression” from his illness and I suggested a
low dose antidepressant, but he refused—perhaps because of the medication’s unpleasant side
effects, perhaps because he did not think he was particularly despondent.So we discussed
options for what would now be called aggressive palliative care. “Larry, look I’m not Dr.
Kevorkian, but there are options. Other than the medications and oxygen you are using to help
you breathe, the best drug at the end is morphine. This drug takes away the suffocating feeling,



treats any pain, sedates you, and produces euphoria.”“Well, Doc, that’s what I want.”“Ok, but
there’s a catch. Morphine would likely speed up your death by several hours—or even days. If
your aim is to relieve suffering, drugs like morphine will work. But they can hasten death.”Larry
was resolute. “Look, I just want to die comfortably,” he said. “I know I’m dying so what’s a few less
hours or days?”Later, when recounting our discussion to a few of my colleagues, I got a mixed
response. One said, “There are situations you just can’t jump into. This is too close to assisted
suicide.”But another felt patients should have the right to ask for relief from suffering. “After all,
since you can’t cure him you are at least obligated to relieve his intolerable symptoms.”A
religious scholar friend had a broad view. “Your patient is suffering, and you have tools to help
him. I don’t think it’s wise to abandon him in his time of need. He’ll be transitioning from this life to
the next soon enough. Why extend his needless suffering?”I tentatively agreed to comply with
Larry’s wishes whenever his next inevitable flare-up occurred. But I insisted that he try to get buy-
in from his two sons, one an attorney and the other a veterinarian. A week later I conferred with
Larry and his sons who agreed with their dad’s plan. And then we waited.Seattle gets dark very
early during the Christmas season, and this is when my pulmonary practice always seemed
busiest. Pneumonias were at a peak. New lung cancers were constantly showing up. The sad
stories were relentless. Every day, my anger at tobacco companies flared hotter. But my spirits
were buoyed by a significant skirmish we’d recently won. It was 1983, and smoking finally had
been banned at my hospital. Prior to that, doctors puffed on cigarettes while making their
rounds, and incredible as it sounds today, families smoked in patient rooms.At dinner two days
before Christmas, I got a phone call at home from the ER doctor. Larry had been admitted, and
they were preparing to put him in the ICU. I said, “I’m not sure he wants to go there. Please hold
him in the ER, and I’ll come see him.”At his bedside shortly thereafter, I could see that Larry
looked awful. “Remember what you promised,” he rasped, his piercing eyes intent as ever.I
reviewed our plan aloud, and Larry nodded. Normally he would have gone to intensive care, but
we would bypass that and admit him directly to a medical unit with a do-not-resuscitate (DNR)
order.I pulled the nurses aside and explained the situation. Fortunately, they were senior
caregivers, models of caring and competence. They had seen too many cases of CPR used on
terminal patients—a violent and jarring experience for all—and they were relieved to be free of
that obligation. “Doctor, I’m glad you don’t view death as a failure in this situation,” one said. God
bless nurses. They were looking after me!The morphine drip was started with small supplements
as needed. Larry’s sons were there. Larry himself seemed peaceful, and on my drive home I
said a silent prayer. I slept well that night. Larry passed from this world at 3:14 AM.I offer this
story as a way into discussing the ethics of offering palliative treatments that likely hasten death.
Key to this question is intent.1 In 1983, when I was caring for Larry, there were no clear
guidelines so I had to rely on my own training, intuition, and personal comfort zone. And though
various groups have published guidelines in recent years,2 they are still not completely
clear.What we gave Larry is now called “palliative sedation,” a term aimed at emphasizing the
physician’s intent to ease suffering, rather than intentionally cause a patient’s death. This kind of



sedation differs from assisted suicide precisely because of that one word, intent. This is called
the double effect. The intent is to relieve pain even if a secondary effect is to hasten death. Some
people deride this distinction as splitting hairs. But in 1997, the U.S. Supreme Court gave strong
support for this principle in its deliberations about the constitutionality of medical aid in dying.3
The thinking in bioethics continues to evolve on this topic.4I was deeply touched by the letter of
thanks from Larry’s two sons that came a few weeks after his death. “Dad would love to shake
your hand if he could,” they wrote. “He died the way he wanted to. Thanks and God bless.”Larry’s
story is one of many that I share in this book. His dying went well, but all too often our wishes
around end-of-life arrangements aren’t clear. Worse, sometimes they are disregarded. What if I
had not been available? Would my colleagues have done the same? What if Larry’s sons had
not agreed? What if Larry himself had not so bravely and directly helped to guide his own dying?
We only die once—hopefully. Modern medical technology can prolong death, maybe even
reverse its tide temporarily. But when we’re talking about a person’s final breath, there is only
one. Generally, dying isn’t something we can practice, and it’s not something we discuss much.
Most people actively try to avoid any thought of it. But dying will happen. As noted by humorists
at The Onion,5 the world death rate is holding steady at 100%.Today, we mostly understand
death as something happening to others while we deal with the more immediate cares of our
lives. But in eras past, death was a common companion, always lurking around the corner. It has
touched the hearts of many writers: Kipling spoke to the horrors of war in A Death Bed; Walt
Whitman expressed his grief over the death of President Lincoln in O Captain! My Captain!; and
John Donne felt that “We wake eternally and death shall be no more” in Death, Be Not Proud.
Indeed, disease and death often are central features in literature, opera, art, and religious
thought. In the not too distant past, tuberculosis, a common cause of death, inspired great
novels and operas—Thomas Mann’s The Magic Mountain and Puccini’s La Boehme, for
example. Unfortunately, TB continues to take more than one million lives annually in developing
nations.Until the COVID-19 pandemic, heart disease and cancer were the leading causes of
death in developed countries. But in early 2020, the world was suddenly turned upside down. No
one, of any age, was immune to a new strain of coronavirus that originated in China. It
engendered a worldwide panic unknown since the influenza epidemic of 1918, and quickly
became a leading cause of death in America. The COVID-19 pandemic has forced many to
confront death and its painful losses more suddenly than they had anticipated, particularly
among Black and Latinx communities. However, most of us won’t die from the ravages of
COVID-19. We are much more likely to die of a chronic illness in our old age.Aging itself is loss.
We experience it as a prelude to death. Our muscles weaken along with our bones, vision and
hearing. We become forgetful. We lose balance, and we worry. We see friends pass away, attend
memorials, and begin to wonder about our own. Medical appointments fill our schedules. Aging
is supposed to bring wisdom. But in the age of social media—where attention spans are shorter
and the pace of life exponentially faster—it feels more difficult than ever to cope with death
creeping closer to our front door.Shakespeare wrote eloquently about aging and loss in his



73rd sonnet.That time of year thou mayst in me beholdWhen yellow leaves, or none, or few, do
hangUpon those boughs which shake against the cold,Bare ruin’d choirs, where late the sweet
birds sang.In me thou seest the twilight of such dayAs after sunset fadeth in the west,Which by
and by black night doth take away,Death’s second self, that seals up all in rest.In me thou see’st
the glowing of such fireThat on the ashes of his youth doth lie,As the death-bed whereon it must
expireConsumed with that which it was nourish’d by.This thou perceivest, which makes thy love
more strong,To love that well which thou must leave ere long.In grade school, as a class
assignment, I chose this sonnet to memorize, but didn’t understand the metaphors until much
later. “To love that well which thou must leave ere long.” This is the basis of pre-grief that affects
us often as we face aspects of our aging, and often failing bodies.Must approaching old age
invariably be depressing? Not at all. Recent studies of aging and loss offer hope for a better
quality of life, even as we age. Eric Larson’s book, Enlightened Aging: Building Resilience for a
Long, Active Life, offers ways to enhance wellbeing as we age. Among them: proactively
managing our health; focusing on relationships and ways to be useful; and building up our
personal reservoirs of mental, physical, and social health.But can we expand beyond Larson’s
research on enlightened aging? What more can we say about death itself? Sherwin B. Nuland’s
How We Die: Reflections on Life’s Final Chapter addresses dying from his vantage point as a
surgeon and historian. Death may be dignified, he writes, but it often involves some degree of
physical and emotional suffering. “The art of dying is the art of living,” he says. “The honesty and
grace of the years of life that are ending is the real measure of how we die.”6In this book I
present my own stories, lessons learned from patients like Larry and many others who taught
me about dying. My medical career began in an era when little could be done for two of our
greatest killers—heart disease and cancer. There were no ventilators. I often saw patients die
without the benefit of hospice care. ICUs and CCUs had not yet evolved. But with amazing
rapidity, medical science has brought us life-saving advances such as hemodialysis and organ
transplants. This progress is both marvelous and problematic, as technology continually
outpaces our ability to thoughtfully and ethically bring it to the bedside. When should life-
prolonging advances be used? How do we decide to allocate these tools when resources are
scarce or prohibitively expensive?My stories are about hopes and fears common to us all. They
are about the ethical dilemmas I’ve encountered and moments that have humbled me. They
address advance care planning, medical aid-in-dying, conflicts, medical mistakes, modern
hospice, and palliative care. They can be read in the order presented or topically, as relevant to
each person’s immediate questions and concerns. In the last section, I share my thoughts about
resilience and leaving a legacy to our loved ones.As I wrote about these patients and my
experiences with them, memories surged to the surface of my thoughts, often bringing up deeply
rooted feelings of sadness and joy, even fear. Did I do the right thing? Was I losing empathy? I
hope as you read these stories that they encourage you to talk to your loved ones about your
own hopes and fears. My greatest wish is to generate some much needed conversation about
the inevitable and the choices we must consider. There is no easy way to put it: to ensure that



our autonomy is respected, each of us must choose our path at the end.My StoryWhy did I
become a doctor? In retrospect, I never really seriously considered another profession. At times
I have not found it easy to be around death so much. I didn’t choose a “happy specialty” like
obstetrics or ophthalmology or a low stress specialty like dermatology. A winding path led me to
intensive care, a specialty that didn’t even exist when I started out. I could have been a story with
many different endings.Becoming a doctorI was seventeen years old when I witnessed my first
death as an orderly at Akron General Hospital during the summer. I had worked in Mr. Albrecht’s
room off and on for about a week. He was being treated for pneumonia with a new sulfa
antibiotic. One day I walked in to change his bed and found him unconscious. Panicked, I ran to
the nurses’ station, and a page went out to the house doctor to come stat.The intern arrived and
examined him. “Well, there’s no heartbeat. He’s gone. I think it was his liver.” That was that in
1955. No CPR in those days. My reaction was confusion. What had happened? Could anything
have been done? I think it was then that I decided I wanted to learn more. How do we die? What
happens to the dying person? I was wheeling the gurney down to the morgue later as I pondered
these questions. I wasn’t delving into the mystery of an afterlife. It was simply, how can we be
here one moment and gone the next?At the time, I’d avoided thinking much about what I would
do with my life, and I certainly did not envision becoming a doctor like my father. His life as a
general practitioner seemed arduous, his path to that point—college, medical school, and
specialty training—just impossible. At home, the phone would ring at all hours. I’d hear Dad’s car
leaving at midnight to check on a woman in labor. I didn’t think I’d ever want to work that hard.
But other things did leave an impression. I’d see patients come by the house with some eggs or
corn when behind on their bills. Following Dad around, I’d absorb the pungent smell of hospital
ether and the strange odor of antiseptics in his office. But I put off thinking about actually
becoming a doctor. Procrastination was my nature. Also, I didn’t yet believe that I had what it
took to follow in my father’s footsteps.As an orderly, I did a little of everything at the direction of
Miss Dedinato, very definitely an I’m-in-charge kind of nurse. At her command, I transported
patients, made beds, served dinner trays, and gave bed baths. I shaved a patient’s head before
he was taken for brain surgery and learned later that he remained in a coma. Miss D., as we
called her, was kind but patrolled her ward like a drill sergeant to ensure that it ran smoothly. This
was my first realization of the importance of nurses. They are the absolute backbone of patient
care.The hospital’s patients were often talkative, sometimes telling me about their health and
personal issues. But they’d clam up when the doctor came in, rushing through his charts and
questions. (The doctors were almost always men in those days.) At times, I felt the patients were
confiding in me more than in their doctor, a lesson that stuck with me.My mom had always
encouraged me to read, and one of the books that affected me most was Morton Thompson’s
The Cry and the Covenant. Women were dying from infections at childbirth, he wrote. Arrogant
doctors refused to believe in handwashing, which was promoted and proven effective by Dr.
Ignaz Semmelweiss. Yet no one listened. Then, as today, doctors were reluctant to relinquish
“their truth.” Don’t we all suffer from this?I went, rather dutifully, to college, but medicine was



drawing me in by osmosis.I can still picture my first day walking up Hamilton Walk to the front
door of the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, the oldest medical school in the
United States. I was in awe. We were first going to study anatomy. I was given the prestigious
long white coat as we were assigned four to a cadaver. This was experiential learning—hands
on is still the best way to gain the knowledge and skills a doctor needs. We were timid at first,
barely nicking the skin with our scalpels. Half of each day in our first semester was spent
learning muscles, nerves, organs, and all in between. We were allowed to go into the anatomy
lab at night to study and dissect. One night I found myself in the lab alone except for thirty
cadavers. Spooked at being surrounded by death, I left.I didn’t encounter patients until my
second year when we learned physical diagnosis—all the signs of disease from heart murmurs,
to lung sounds, to enlarged organs. We were all so timid to be with real live people. In fact, one
of my colleagues passed out simply listening to the heart of a pleasant old lady! In the third and
fourth years we finally made it to the wards of the hospital and began learning about the care of
patients.During the later years of medical school, we began to make choices. I bonded most with
the internal medicine faculty. The Chief of Medicine, Dr. Francis Wood, Sr., often lectured to our
class about bedside medicine. One day he brought a patient of his into one of those classic
amphitheaters with tiered wooden benches. He taught us a lesson I haven’t forgotten.“Students,
today I’m going to present to you a very interesting case.”Our ears perked up, even among those
drowsing on the back bench.“Now I’ve just made two mistakes. What are they?”Silence.“First of
all, I’ve introduced Mrs. Ahrens as a case—not as a person with a name. Why not introduce her
by name? Of course I should have. There’s a power differential between doctor and patient. We
need to humanize the connection as much as possible.”Then he said, “OK, what other mistake
did I make?”More silence.“I called Mrs. Ahrens ‘interesting.’ I suppose that we’d all like to be
considered interesting. But an interesting case? I don’t think so. In a sense labeling her as
“interesting” allies us with her illness—not with her as a person. We need to always consider the
person under our care. She is a person placing incredible trust in us.”When I rotated to the
surgery service, it was like entering another universe. We had powerful, world class surgeons
teaching us, authors of textbooks who possessed almost unlimited arrogance. Every medical
student goes through a process of elimination when deciding what kind of doctor they want to
become. We heard the old saying: “Internists know everything and do nothing; surgeons know
nothing and do everything; psychiatrists know nothing and do nothing; and pathologists know
everything and do everything, but it’s too late.”We heard that pediatricians wear bow ties, are
short, and love to laugh and play; that surgeons are decisive but arrogant; that proceduralists are
“scoping for dollars”; that orthopedists have long hairy arms reaching to the floor; and that family
doctors are the most balanced. There may be a grain of truth in the medical school palaver, but I
think doctors chose their specialties based on experiences during medical school combined
with personality and temperament. I decided against pediatrics when my attending shot me with
a squirt gun for giving a wrong answer—right at the bedside!The first case I ever scrubbed in on
was an open heart procedure back in 1963. The unfortunate patient had severe aortic stenosis



(narrowing of the valve). Having changed into my scrubs, put on my cap, paper booties and
scrubbed in, I meekly entered the inner sanctum of the OR. The head nurse spotted me and
immediately barked, “Here take this gown, go stand in the corner, and don’t do anything until I
tell you!”Other staff came in and one by one put on their gown and gloves. Finally, I was at the
side of the operating table, trying to peek around the two residents assisting the thoracic
surgeon. One of them made huge incision, inserted a blade much like a small hoe into the cavity,
and handed the handle to me. “Here. Keep pulling on this so I can see. Harder!”After four hours,
the operation was done, the bleeding controlled, and the patient sent back to the surgery floor.
But almost immediately, problems became apparent. The patient had low blood pressure and a
slow heart rate—not good signs. My role as a medical student was to sit by his bedside on the
surgical ward overnight and attempt to rescue his falling blood pressure with levophed, a
powerful stimulant. But we had neither ventilators nor oxygen monitors, and the patient died at
about 3 AM. It was a humbling experience. I knew we were at the limits of available science, and
the feelings of powerlessness and fatigue were overwhelming. We weren’t counselled about our
feelings around death in those days. But I knew that to survive medical school, I’d have to find a
way to get through nights like this. To this day, some sixty years later, I still have medical school
dreams that border on nightmares.At autopsy, a fatal mistake was discovered. The wall between
the left and right ventricle had been punctured during surgery, not the aortic valve. This meant
the heart could no longer effectively function as a pump. I don’t know what the surgeon felt. He
was the author of the major textbook on thoracic surgery and many research papers. It was in
the very early days of heart surgery and it had to start somewhere I suppose, but it didn’t make
me want to be a pioneer.After all this, I chose internal medicine and ultimately more training in
infectious diseases, pulmonary and critical care medicine. Strangely, the intensity of the ICU isn’t
that different from the operating room. It is about life and death. But in the OR, there is only one
leader. You don’t break for a conference or try to reach a team consensus. The surgeon is
expected to know what to do, to do it well, and to do it fast (better outcomes with less time under
anesthesia). As a nurse said, “The surgeon is like a god in the OR.”But the surgeon is changing. I
walked into the ICU to see a post-op consult recently, and asked the woman I assumed to be the
nurse her assessment of the patient’s vital signs. She smiled and politely corrected me. “I’m the
new urologist. We just created an artificial bladder for this patient with bladder cancer.” I
profusely apologized for my gaff and she let me off gently. Later, at the nurse’s desk I asked her
to explain the surgery. “It’s just sewing,” she said. “After removing the bladder, you take a piece of
bowel, make a pattern, stitch it all together, plug in the ureters from each kidney, and voila!”
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syzygy, “Treat yourself. Read this book. I had the privilege of knowing the author in the late
1960s when we were both in Afghanistan, taking care of U.S. Peace Corps Volunteers. I
remember him as a thoughtful, caring physician. Jim went on to become an internist and
pulmonologist. Now retired, he has written a warm, wise, and wonderful book which I
recommend with enthusiasm and without reservation. Drawing on recollections of interactions
with patients during busy clinical practice as well as making trenchant observations of life, he
deals with often thorny end-of-life issues with humility and grace. To both those who deal
personally with such issues and to those wishing to better learn how healthcare professionals
often wrestle with these issues, this is worth a read.”

Mary S., “Read this book!. My husband, a retired physician, and I, a retired nurse, both strongly
recommend Facing Death as an important book for all adults to read regardless of their age.
When you read Dr. deMaine's book, you will both enjoy the stories about his patient interactions
and learn the importance of why and how to plan ahead. While older adults may be drawn to this
title, young adults could benefit by understanding end of life situations that they may face for
their parents or themselves. Dr. deMaine writes with a light hand to illustrate serious matters. He
uses his many years of personal experience as a Pulmonologist to offer guidance. The
importance of communication is key in this important book. You will enjoy and learn a lot by
reading this book. I lost two brothers this year and am so glad Dr. deMaine's book stresses the
idea that we plan ahead for the unexpected.”

Michael Gladish, “A very useful book about end of life issues. Well written in an easy,
conversational style, this book can help any family prepare for the inevitable by doing
appropriate planning and lovingly communicating. Dr. De Maine speaks compassionately from
his years of experience in intensive hospital care and writes insightfully about positive ways to
prepare for what he calls "a good death," that is, a death that occurs under conditions
sanctioned the patient.  Very helpful and informative.”

Gil Levitt, MD, “Outstanding guide to the last chapter of one's life.. Dr. deMaine has written a very
important, heartwarming and informative book on this often neglected subject. In it he shares
his own life story along with his 40 years of personal experiences with hundreds of his patients
going through this difficult end of life process. His advice is very practical and because of
reading this book, at my age of 84, I have just added my POLST form to my important
documents. Thank you for writing such a helpful, medically informative and humanistic book for
both the general public and healthcare professionals. Gil Levitt, MD formally Chief of ENT at
Eastside Group Health Cooperative and now part of Kaiser Permanente.”

Donald R. Mcintyre, “Looking at dying. This book didn’t do to me what I expected when I a bit



reluctantly picked it up. I thought looking at death head-on would sadden and agitate me.
Instead I felt calmed and inspired to do something that might make both me and my survivors
happier. DeMaine is gifted, not only as a physician but as an author. His moving and funny
anecdotes make inevitable death something I can deal with better, perhaps making it for others
an event that causes less grief and turmoil and for me a time I am doing my best.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Important and Insightful Writing. Dr. deMaine provides us with an
important, thoughtful book. Every single one of us will eventually need to choose the best
course for our own death, and this book provides much guidance and wisdom from a critical
care doctor who, through caring for very sick patients his entire career, became an expert on
end of life issues. The stories are relevant, entertaining, and very well-written. I highly
recommend this book!”

Satisfied Reader, “Required reading for medical providers!. As a social worker, I especially
appreciate how the author lifts up the importance of patient-centered-care and hospice. Perhaps
it's paradoxical that a book about death could be enjoyable, but Dr. de Maine is a wonderful
storyteller. I highly recommend Facing Death. It's a wise and beautiful book, and should be
required reading for all medical providers!”

Kris, “Must Read!. Dr. deMaine in “Facing Death” relates with empathy the myriad ways death
can come and that it is important to think about what quality of life we want for ourselves. He
urges us not just think about it but take action; talk with our families about our wishes, complete
a Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care, and complete a Health Care Directive. This is an
important book for those of all ages”

Eagle Eye, “Takes away a lot of the fear of death by dealing with the issue in a frank and and
engaging way.. Could not put this book down. Tackles the most difficult subject in an engaging
way. The many stories give a lesson in the sort of situations that can arise when end of life is
near and when it happens.”

The book by Jim deMaine has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 36 people have provided feedback.
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